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The purpose of studying these two drsmatlsts is to discover, to
analyze and to compare the female characters in their respective plays.
By so doing, the author wishes to discern their ideas, attitudes and
prejudices concerning women.
The study is presented in four chapters. The introduction, which is
Chapter I, presents the lives and works of Moliere and Alexandre Dumas,
fils. Details of their personal life histories are given so that the
reader can more fully understand the influence of the society in which
they lived upon their work.
Chapter II represents a study of the Images of women in Moliere's
theater. In this chapter one finds that females, in general, are pre**
sented as having Intelligence, wit and hi^ moral standards. In max^
instances wcmien are shown to surpass men in these areas.
The third chapter discusses the images of women as presented in
selected plays by Alexandre Dumas, fils. It deals with Dumas's depiction
of women as inferior to man in every aspect of their physical, mental and
2
moral being.
The fourth chapter Is a comparison of both authors' Ideas concerning
the mental and moral status of vomen. Their Ideas regarding a woaan's
place In marriage and society are presented.
The conclusion Is that Mollere, quite lenient and fair In his por*
trayals, fills the stage with delightful Images of noble women of his erai
while Dimas paints a very dismal and discouraging Image of the woman of
his day.
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Alexandre Dumas, fils and Moliere, two very important and influential
dramatists in the history of French literature, diverse In their personal
life experiences, separated in time by more than one hundred and fifty
years, are found to have a common vinculum when one considers the prin¬
cipal subjects of their dramas. Few writers have depicted so many dif¬
ferent female characters as these two men have done in their dramatic
efforts. Few writers have dared to take such bold steps to break with
tradition and bring new life to the theater as have Moliere and Alexandre
Dumas, fils. Their enormous theatrical success, which has bridged hun¬
dreds of years. Is evidence of their mastery of their genre, one impor¬
tant sphere being the grandiose creation and depiction of the female
temperanient on stage.
Because of the similarities of their subject matter, because of the
discussions generated by their plays on the concept of "la femme ideale"
and a woman's place in society, a comparative study of these two men
should prove to be both interesting and enllghtsnlng.
In order to more fully understand each author's attitude toward the
women of their respective times It Is first necessary to discuss their
lives, the society in which they lived and its influence upon their work.
This discussion will begin with Moliere, often considered the greatest
1
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comic dramatist In the history of the European theater.^
In January, 1622, Jean>Baptlste Poqvelln vaa bom, another descendant
In a family of master upholsterers. As he was expected to continue the
family tradition, his parents provided him an education suited to his
destined occupation. Thus, until age fourteen he remained at home being
Instructed In matters pertaining to the upholstery profession. 'Ils
(the parents) se contentercnt de lul falre apprendre a lire et a ecrlre
pour les besolns de sa profession.**^
Poquelin had a grandfather who oftm took him along when he attended
plays at the HStel de Bourgogne. After this Introduction to the theater,
the young mm soon developed an unshakeable aversion to the upholstery
profession.^ With his grandfather's help his parents were persuaded to
send him to the College de Clermont. He studied there for five years
and during this time he met the actress Madeleine Bejart who Increased
his Interest In the theater.^ He received his law degree In 1641 and
was sent to southern France to fill bis father's post with the royal
suite of Louis XIII.
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When ha returned froa thla sojourn with the court* he was firmly con*
vlncad that he vented to make a career of the theater and he renounced the
right of succession to his father's court appointment. This same year he
founded the Illustre Theatre with Madeleine Bejart* her brother, her
sister and nine other actors. He also changed his name to Mollere to
protect the family honor. The theater was opened, but was unsuccessful
and soon It accumulated many debts. Mollere was Imprisoned for the debts,
but thaidcs to the help of a friend, he was released on ball. Finally the
Illustre Theatre was forced to disband.
Undaunted the hardships encountered, Mollere Joined the Dufresne
Company with the Bejarts and thus began several years of provincial
touring.^ In 16>51, Mollere took charge of the troupe and they began to
enjoy some successes. His first Tnrltlng effort L'Etourdl (a play In five
acts) was presented In Lyons In 1653. In 1658, Mollere and his troupe
returned to Paris where they were afforded an opportunity to present a
farce before the king. The play Le Docteur amoureux was so wll liked
that the king's brother took over patronage of the actor's troupe.
Le dlvertlssemmat que cette troupe venalt de donner a
Sa Majeste lul ayaat plu, elle voulut qu'elle s'^tabltt
Paris: et pour faclllter cet etabllssesmat, le rol eut la
bont^ de donner le Pet It-Bourbon a ces com^lens, pour
jouer altematlvenmat avec las Itallens. On salt qu'lla
passerent en 1660 an Palals-Royal, et qu'lls prlrent le
tltre de'Com^lens de Monsieur'.^
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This theater was shared with a more well known group of Italian
actors, performing on alternate days.
In 1659, Hollere's tremendous talent as a dramatist was shown In
Lea Pr^cleuses ridicules. The pl^ was an extraordinary success, so much
so that the troupe was obliged to raise the price for seats to diminish
the Influx of spectators which was excessive.^ Its triumph was so great
that It antagonized Hollere's rivals at the Hotel de Bourgogne and
through their maneuvering the Petit “Bourbon was tom down leaving Hollere's
troupe without a proper stage on which to perform.^
After three sionths the troupe was transferred to the PalalS'&oyal
hall. In spite of the poor facilities. Hollers successfully staged
Saanarelle ou Le Cocu imaglnalre In 1660. Once again, Hollere's rivals,
fearful that Hollere's reputation as a great comedy writer was about to
be established, did their best to discredit the play. However, their
efforts failed.
Hollere's next Paris play (February 1661) Don Garcia de Navarre, ou
Le Prince laloux was a disappointing failure. Hollere, nevertheless,
made a great recovery In June of that same year with L'Ecole des marls.
This pl^, one of his best, left no doubt In the public mind that Hollere
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presented In Au^st of 1661, was another triumph for the great dranatlst.
"La dlverslte des caracteres dont cette plV:e est remplle, et la nature
que I'on y voyalt pelnte avec des traits si vlfs, enlevalent tons les
applaudlssements du public."^
In 1662, Moliere married Armande Bejart, sister or daughter of
Madeleine Bejart, his longtime friend. She was approximately twenty
years old and the marriage was an unhappy one because of her alleged
flirtatious nature. The same year he produced L'Ecole des femmes which
caused a great deal of controversy and was a chief target of rivals and
prudes. In 1663, Moliere wrote two plays In response to the critics;
La Critique de l*^ole des femmes and L'lmpromptu de Versailles.
]>urlng this same period the playwrl^t presented in succession La
Prlncesse d*Ellde. Le Marlaae force and Don Juan ou le Festln de Pierre.
The latter brought on an overwhelming flood of criticism. Alth<nigh a
popular success, it was suppressed as Immoral. Another of Moliere's
plays was also banned on grounds of immorality. This play was Tartuffe
which was performed for the King in 1664. The introduction of this play
to the stage marks the start of a long controversy between Mollcure and
the church.
In August of 1665, Louis XIV honored Moliere and his group by








du rol." A sizeable pension was another benefit derived from this arrange**
ment. The happiness brought about by this honor was overshadowed the
following year by the increased marital difficulties in Hollere's life
and an illness which prevented his working for three months. The per¬
formance of Le Misanthrope in 1666 brought on a mixed reaction. Dis¬
cerning playgoers recognized its worth, whereas others were not as
pleased.^ Le Medecin malere lui. another comedy success was produced
this same year.
The audiences of 1668 witnessed the production of Anphltrvon. George
Dandin and L'Avare. Of these L*Avare proved to be very unpopular with
the general public.^ Moliere's personal unhappiness was deepened by the
fact that he and Armande were now living apart. To heighten his trouble,
he was constantly ill. Unintlmldated by personal tragedies, the pl;^-
wright continued to produce plays. Monsieur de Pourceaugnac (1669) and
Le Bourgeois Gentllhonme (1670) were very successful. He also brought to
the stage Psyche and Les Fouberiea de Scaoin in 1671. Lea Femmes savantes
followed in 1672.
The death of Madeleine was a severe blow to him; however, soon after¬
wards he was reconciled to his wife.
%
The last plasr which he wrote was Le Malade imaginaire. produced in
1673. Although being ill for long periods of time, he continued to act
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and it was during the fourth performance of this play that Mollere was
stricken and died.
Women during Mollere'a lifetime did not have the full benefits of
citizenship. Not having the rig^ht to vote, they were denied the privi¬
lege of having a voice In the government and In the foxmatlon of laws
which affected their dally lives. Young girls, until the time of their
marriage, were under the strict control of their fathers and It was
usually the father who ultimately determined whom they would marry. The
fathers,having by law absolute power over their daughters, could force
them Into an unwanted marriage. Usually this was done In situations In
which the family would benefit materially from the union. Also, In many
cases In which there was more than one daughter In a family, a girl could
be forced to enter a convent to eliminate the problem of multiple dowries.
MollWe observed the pitiless manner In which many girls were treated and
was abhorred by this abuse of parental authority.^ This 83^pathetlc
attitude toward females Is reflected In mai^ of his plays.
Alexandre Dumas, fils, though harsh In his denunciation of the
rebellious wcnaan of his day, also demonstrates some sympathy toward the
gentle sex. However, his pity and concern are directed towards the
plight of the seduced and betrayed woman and **10 fille mere." For one
who Is familiar with Dumas's life history It would not be hard to under¬
stand this attitude.
Alexandre Dumas, fils, bom In Paris In 1824 was the illegitimate
Gustave Reynler, La femme au XVIII^ slecle (Paris: Tallandlcr,
1929), p. 221.
son of Alexandre Dianas and Marie-Catherine Labay. They never marrl^,
thus, ^lle his father later became a fmsous novelist, his mother renalned
poor and obscure. Dumas, fils deeply loved his mother and becane very
devoted to her. He had an unhappy childhood and suffered cruel taunts
from his school mates because of the circumstances of his birth. Bitter
memories of his early life left a lasting impression upon his character.
The problems of the seduced woman and the Illegitimate child haunted him
all his life and are reflected In his works.^
Recognized by his father and given his name, at age seventeen he
lived with him and imitated his reckless and Immoral way of life. It was
not a good environment for a young and impressionable boy. In spite of
the fact that he participated wholeheartedly in this atmosphere of worldly
pleasure, later on in his life he regretted having done so. ’Many
liaisons are to be counted In this bohmalan life which he lived, but dls**
gust, rather than pleasure, resulted from It."^
His liaison with Marie Duplessls, the most celebrated and sou^t
after courtesan during this time, form^ the basis for his first plaf l»a
Dame mn camel las. Although at first banned on the grounds of immorality,
this play was an Instant success and established his career as a drsnatist.^
Alexandre Dumas, fils. La Dame aux camel las, ed. W. D. Howarth
(London: Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 8.
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Fart of its success have been due to the scandal it cmis^. Hereto*
fore, no plasrwrlg^t had ever dared to portraf so frankly on the stage the
life of a courtlaan.^
La Dame aux cmellas was a turning point in Dumas's life atkl from
then on his career was that of a brillant and prosperous dramatist. French
literature has been greatly enhanced becwise of the numerous plays written
by this i^eat artist. He continue to let people and incidents in his
personal life have an influence on his works. Dumas, fils' liaison with
a Russian countess provided the inspiration for another great play,
Diane de Lvs. It was performed in 1853. Le Daal-^onde which represented
an attack on the newly rich was produced in 1855. This was Dumas's
first of many "pieces a these" in which he preached against the unethical
practices he observed around him."^ La Question d'argent (1857), the semi*
autobiographical Fils haturel (1853) and Un Fere nrodlaue (1859) soon
follcwed.
During this period Dumas had formed a liaison with another married
Russian noblewoman, Madame Nadejda Naryachkine. Thia triangle lasted
eleven years and upon the death of her Imsband she and Dumas were marrl^.
In 1864, L'Anl des fenmes was poorly received, but three years later
Les Idees de Madame Aubrey proved that Dumas could still please audiences.








1870 had a profound effect upon him. These factors increased his tendency
to asstaae die attitude of an uncompromising moralist, using his plays to
denounce the moral laxity of society, especially where women are concerned.
He blamed France's troubles on corrupt womanhood.
In 1871, he wrote La Princesse Oeorge and Une Vislte de noces. The
failure of La Faaae de Claude in 1873 was a deep disappointment and it
marks the beginning of the decline in his popularity. His election to
the French Academy in early 1875 was an honor which he highly esteemed.
Between 1876 and 1887 he wrote several plays. These include L'Etrangere.
jrnggssg.aad Francillon.
His wife di^ in 1895 and that smae year he married Henriette Regnier.
In Novanber, five months later, he died.
Dumas's death was not as dramatic as that of Moliere. It is worth
noting that Koliere was still at the height of his career, whereas Dumas
had reached a decline in his popularity. Both playwrights were deemed
immoral by some. Many of their plays were the objects of scandal.
The scandalous nature of Dumas's plays arose fr<xa his frank portrayals
of prostitutes,dissolute dandles and the "demi<«tonde" in which they pursued
their ioBaoral activities. Many of his plays depicted the problems of
miultery and unwed mothers. The audiences of his day were generally
shocked by the openness with which he dealt with these subjects. One
criticima of Dumas was that his plays concentrated on a small corrupt
segaent of society, a fact which Dumas admits.
Thus, the female images portrayed in the theater of Alexandre Dumas,
fils are oft«i not very pleasant. His plays are heavily laden with
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discomforting caricatures of womaa at their worst behavior. ^ contrast
Moliere'a feminine creations are usually very appealing because of their
cleverness, respectability axad dignity. Only a tiny portion of Holiere's
characters demonstrate the lack of moral sensitivity that abounds in
Dumas's plays. Dumas focused his attention on the mental and moral weak**
nesses of the female whereas Moliere, in his portrayals, did not limit
himself to any specific group of womma, nor concentrate on any particular
aspect of their behavior.
In the next chapter the reader will be introduced to the various
types of female characters present in Holiere's theater. Hollere is often
praised for his realistic depictions of the ordinary person. He succeeds
in portraying females from the nobility, the bourgeois class, as well as
the humble female servant. Because of the great number of wcmien charac*
ters which are a part of his theater, I have centered oqt discussion
around three groups. The first group includes the "honnete faane** or
"honnete jeune fllle." The ladies in this group are admirable, irre¬
proachable, gracious and dignified. They could well serve as perfect
models for young girls to follow as they develop Into womanhood.
The next grouping of wwnen involves the witty, satirical female
servants who abound in Holiere's writings. Moliere uses these spirited
beings in his plays to represent clear, logical thinking.
The final collection of Holiere's feoale characters discussed in
Chapter XX involves those women who do not invoke our sympathy because
of their many faults. These fmilts include hypocrisy, absurd affectation
and pride. Xt should be noted, however, that even the worst faults of
Moline's females can not surpass the crimes committed by Dumas's females.
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Chapter III deals with the terrible oraral looseness of women as por*
trayed by Dumas. Their faults are blatantly portrayed in each of his
plays. He represents the female as a corrupt. Illogical, irresponsible
and deceitftil being. With Dumas, there is no variation from this theme.
Chapter IV contrasts these two artists' ideas concerning women and
the images each one presents in the theater. Dumas is shown to be very
harsh and bitter in his portrayals of women whereas Mollere is less severe
and more moderate.
CHAPTER XI
IHAISS OF WCMEN IK SELECTED PLATS BT HOLIERE
Any peraon desirous o£ galalag Inslgitt into the life styles end
habits of females belonging to "la bonne soclete" In seventeenth'-century
France need look no farther than Hollere. Often referred to as the
•v
greatest of all French writers, Hollere has left a legacy of maxy**faceted
and realistically drawn creations whose prototypes can be seen In con*
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temporary society. Hollere can be numbered among those gifted writers
who, because of their extremely keen scoise of perception and observation,
have the ability to reproduce on the stage with accuracy and precision
realistic htman behavior. Students of Hollere continue to be impressed
with the variety and universality of the female characters found In his
plays.
La varlete des types qu'll a fixes alnsi n'est pas
moins prodlgieuse qua la pr^lslon et la surete avec
lesquelles 11 les a fait aglr et parler e. concordance
loglque et soutenue de Icur nature avec le milieu ou 11s
■bvoluent.^
His uncanny Insight Into the very nature of female behavior led one critic
to eommentt "II a pbnetre dans les mysteres des tmes fminlnes."^
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Ernest Legouve in his mthuslaam for this great writer has Incorrectly
proclaimed "La collection des femmes de Mollere crabrasse tons les ages,
toutes les classes, toutes les conditions."^ This Is not true because
Mollere does not portray vom<m of the Inferior classes with the exception
of the servant and rare portraits of peasant women.
^ Pour les^feomes d*une condition Inferleure, Mollere ne
presentalt gu»e qua des servantes ou des paysannes; 11 ne
nous Introdulsalt pas chez les ouvrleres, les petltes mar-
chandes, les petltes bourgeoises. Les personnages du
premier plan appartlennrat toujours chez eux a ce qu'on
appelle la bonne soclbte.^
In the following pages I will discuss characteristics, attitudes
and habits of three groups of women In Mollere's plays: "l*honnete fcoBae"
or "I'hoxmete jeune fills," the female servant and the female whose
actions hint at absurdity or immorality.
Worthy, dignified, respectable wives and young ladles abound In the
pleys of Mollere. Above reproach, th^ are young, beautiful, gracious
and accomplished.
Les jeunes fllles et 1^ jeunes fecsBes sont un groups
qul occupe une place considerable dans son repertoire.
Elies lllumlnent I'oeuvre du poete comme un semis d'etolles.
Chacune d'elles a un Mlat partlculler et toutes ont un
trait commun. Elies sont de la m«ie ri^e, du mme sang;
Hollwe leur a donne I toutes, a un degre plus ou molns
haut, les qualltes dlstlnctlves de notre belle Jmmesse
fmlnlne; finesse, I'adresse, la galetf, l*esprlt.^
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Joll« corbellle d« fleurs dans la lltteratura un peu austere au dlx-
■s X
septleae slecle.”
One of the most bewitchlngly naive, spontaneous and natural personi¬
fications of these beautiful flowers can be found In the character of
AgnM In li*Ecole des femmes (1662). Ber name Is synonymous with purity
and imujcence. Beatrice Dussane describes her actions In the play as
"... I'lng^ulte, dans la premier sens du oot. Elle est la purete aiWe,
2
mals elle n*e8t pas la froldeur; elle est la nature avant le peche."
Agnes, sheltered in a convent, kept from all <mtslde contact by Amolphe,
her guardian and future husband, so that she Is entirely unacquainted
with the wiles of women and the ways of the world, meets Horace and
experiences ber first love. Hollers does masterly work In bis portrayal
of the young girl as she discovers the Innocent awakenings of tender
feeling for the opposite set stirring In her soul. "Agnes est l*in-
curnation de 1’amour dans sa fralcheur." "Elle est amoureuse comme un
Jardln de prlntemps."^ "Elle decouvre 1*amour dans la plmitude mervelllM
d'un plalslr sans remords."^ Borace, who loves her, states 'Sm plus beau
1
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naturel se peuc~ll falre volr?'*^ Also he writes e letter which gives the
reader more insight into her characters
Tout ce que son cocur soit, sa taain a su I'y mettre»
Mais en tetmes touchants et tout plains de bonte,
De tendresse innocents et d'ingoxuite,
De la maniere enfin que la pure nature,
Exprime de I'smour la premise blessure.^
Henrietta, the younger sister in the play Les Fcaaes savantes (1672),
represents another one of Holiere's portraits of a modest and gentle
young lady ”d*esprit natural." Although in no respect as naive as Agiws,
she nevertheless
...resuae less qualities aff^tives, morales, intellec-
tuelles, qu'il tient cooaae necessaires a la compagne de
I'honnete hoome; ni fausse pudeur, ni vanite, ni p^antesque.
Un esprit alerts et one droiture franche.^
Eliante of Le Misanthrope (1666) endears the audience with her con*
stent efforts to help everyone to look on the positive side of things.
She carries herself in a manner suitable and befitting to an honorable
young lady. Her sweet and gentle personality coupled with her tolerance,
understanding and patience makes it hard to comprehend why Alceste would
prefer the flirtatious Celimene to her. George Lafenestre describes her
as *'une douce et fiere silhouette.'^ Baile Faguet declares that "elle
parle avec une merveilleuse tranquillite, placidite et douceur."^
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The susceptible Innocence of Marianne In L*Avare (1668) charms both
ClMnte and Harpagon. Instead of playing the role of the coquettish
Celimene, this c<»>pletel7 honest and vorthr young lady, true to Holiere's
A
portrait of an "bonnets Jeune fllle" makes her sincere love for Cleante
quite clear.
Agnes, Henriette, Eliante and Marianne all are excellent examples
of Holiere's idea of the respectable and honorable young, single girl.
One fact which is common to all four of these young women and to the
A N. -
majority of the unmarried "honnetes jeunes filles" in Holiere's works is
their desire to marry and become dutiful "honaetes femmes." "Le mot de
mariage fait toujours sourir les filles. Chez lui (Moliere) le coeur de
la jeune fllle s*<mvre naturellement a I'lmxmr, mais seulement le jour
ou un jeune Ixmiae a I'heurmise fortune de lui plaire."^ Henriette clearly
sees the principal goal in her life being to get married and have children.
Les suites de ce mot quand je les envisage.
He font voir un mari^ des mifants, un m^age,
Et je ne vois rien la, si j'en puls ralsonner.^
According to Emile Faguet, Holiere regards Henrietta's all consimlng
desire for marriage as perfectly normal.
Ella n'a jamais d'autre idee que de se marier et de se
marier avec un jeune homme ce qu'll y a de plus nature! et
de plus ralsonnable. La litt^ature et le bel esprit
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d'lnterleur et feoae qul veut avoir dea enfanta. Mollere
a inslste aur ce point.^
It la also curious Co note that usually Moliara's femalas fall in
A
lova with the parfact "honneta hoim&e" for them at first sight and this
feeling is iamadiately reciprocated, '^our Moliara I'amour dans I'ime
d*una chafte Jeune fills eat un instinct sur qul lui fait diacamer du
premier coup d*oall I'hooma qui la m^ita.**^
■v
Moliara portrays maiqr aDmcaa in his pliqfs who bocause of their
"honnetete'* are faithful, devoted vivas. Alcana In Amphitryon (1668)
portrays a true and devoted vife who loves only her husband. The only
way Jupiter can seduce her is by turning himself into her husband and
thus deceiving her. Because she is ignorant of this deception, in spite
of what happened she remains guiltless and above reproach.
Elmire in the play Tartuffe (1664) represents another virtuous wife.
She is abhorred by, and successfully resists the advances of, Tartuffe.
Even thou^ she might not be in love with her husband Orgon "un ImbTCile
da clnquante ans" she performs without complaining all the tasks of a
dutiful and obedioit wife. ^e remains honorable in spite of dire cir>
cumstances.
C'est la plus honnete fmame du monde, uegante, gracieuse,
un peu nonchalance, discrete, sensee, du commerce sur avec








declsnatlons, splrltuelle, ovec, encore, un reste de
naivet^ qul fait soarlre avec sympathie.^
In tbe play Don Juan., ou te Festln de nterre (1665), the character
Elvira is another respectable, devoted wife idiose husband is unworthy of
her and she is finally forc^ to leave him because of his contiimed
betrayals* 'Elvira de Don Juan est la plus digne des fenmes trompMS.*'^
Thus, Moliere in his works has portrayed three worthy wives, Aleema,
Elmira and Elvira, "ni m^hantes, ni criardes, ni indiscretes, m un mot
de tree honnetes feoimes de nerfs tran^illes.**^
among the character portraits of women one finds several instances
in which Holiere presents the image of a passive, timid and reserved yotmg
lady. Zn many instances she has a father who is trying to marry her to a
person who is not rig^t for her. The daught^er is often in love with a
young man who does not meet with her father's approval. However, instead
of standing up for her rights and protesting the injustice of being forced
into an unwanted marriage, she stands quietly by axid accepts her fate.
Cette melancolique, sentiraentale, timide, aux passions
profondes, a la volonte faible, a la desesperance prorapte
et effray^ devant la vie, n'est qu'une esquisse} mais les
traits en sont bien choisis et forts heurwnc, et c'est un
personnage, dans les oeuvres du temps et dans 1'oeuvre mme










Angellque, La Malade Imaelnatre (1674), Marianne, Tartuffe (1664) and
Luclnde of Le Medlctn malere lut (1666) are examples of this type of
person. Angellque and Marianne cower b^lnd parental authority and say
nothing when their maid tries to help them by speaking up for them.
Luclnde takes another cowardly May out by feigning Illness and pretending
to have lost her voice.
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In contrast to the shy and retiring young lady, Mollere does an
excellent Job of portraying ladles who rebel against parental decisions
concerning their future married life. Some choose to stand alone In
pursuit of their rights. Henrlette (Les Faroes savantes) best portrays
this type of person. She stands alone against her mother, her aunt and
her sister In resisting a very Inconqsatlble marriage between herself and
Trlssotln. 3ie possesses strength, determination and wlll’power. Out of
necessity for survival she has developed expertise in handling words and
her argummats are clear and clever: "Elle a pratlqu^ une Ironlque con*
stante, parfols presque imperceptible, parfols cinglante. Elle est supre*
moment habile a battre I'adversalre en lul retoumant ses propres mots'.'^
Perhaps one character trait which Is easily recognized among prac¬
tically all the "honnetes femmes" Is their down-to-earth, good comaon
sense. Madame Jourdaln In Le Bourgeois Gentllhomme stands out In this
respect. She Is the very embodiment of bourgeois practicality. This
sensible woman, unlike her husband, has no intention of putting on airs
or deserting her less fortunate friends simply because she Is now in a




waste his money, it Is she who assumes his duties and becomes the real
leader o£ the family*
Pcorhaps the most logical maimer in which to begin a discussion about
the second main group of Mollere's females, the servants, would be to dis¬
cuss the characteristic best known about them, their "naif, bon sens qul
s'^happe en salllles proverbiales*"^ In general, the woman servants are
disconcertingly clever and if one overlooks their smaetlmes incorrect
manner of expressing themselves, one will discover that they generally
have something well worth saying. Hollere uses these prototypes In his
plays to represent clear, logical thinking and good sense. In practically
all of the plays, the female servants are more clever than their masters.
Some are sly at concealing their cleverness in order to survive while
others do imt hesitate to speak out.
Hartlne of Les Fetmaes savantes^ thous^ unlettered, has a k^n mind
and knows better than her learned superiors tbs wifely duties ai^ responsi¬
bilities of the home, and does not hesitate to contradict their opinions
on the subject. Dorlne of Tartuffe had enough sense to see through the
false piety of Tartuffe (something her master Orgon cannot recognize) and
assists In the plot to oppose his treachery. She also has enou^ fore-
sl^t and perception to object stral^t forwardly to the forced marriage
of Tartuffe and Marianne. Marcel Gutwlrtb describes her as having "un






the sensible Tolnette who is not deceived by Beline's feigned love for
Argon. Nicole» the aaid in Le Bourgeois Gentilhonane unhesitatingly speaks
out against the impracticality and ridiculousness of Monsieur Jourdain's
clothing. Elise» the wise advisor to Donna Elvira in Don Garcia de
Navarre on. le Prince ialoux (1661) offers some very sensible advice to
Donna Elvira. She attempts to get Donna Elvira to see that people should
tolerate the weaknesses and foolishness of others and do their best to
conform to them.
One characteristic of Moliere's comedies which is a major source of
the fatesor in his plays is the satirical personality of this lively* shrewd*
outspoken servant. This witty schemer* ready to speak her mind at the
slightest provocation* often uses her talents to intervene on behalf of
the timid dau^ter who is abtnit to be forced by her father into an un¬
wanted marriage.
/K. ^
11 y a bien* a cote* les jeunes filles nolles et
resignees* qui se eont^ttmt de gmlr et seraient pretes a
plier. Hals a celles'la* Holiere adjoint regulierement
une servante fidele qui a de la volont^ pour deux et a qui
l*ampl(nab ne nusique pas.^
Tolnette in Le Malade imaginaire represents the most reckless and outspoken
of all these servants. Nothing is too foolish for "ce lutin vetu en
servante."^ Her low position in life does not prevent her from questioning
1







Argan's authority. She puts her miuslngly clever mind to use and devises
a scheme vhereby the true nature of Beline Is revealed.
From the examples given above It Is quite evident that Holl^e left
a legacy of many excellent character portraits of female servants In his
works. The vomen discussed thus far (servants and ladles of society) are
honorable women with a basically good character and they Invoke the
viewer's sympathy. However, there are many female characters In Hollwe's
works who do not Invoke our sympathy*
In Les Precieuses rlcldules and Les Fcames savantes one finds female
personalities who Invoke our condemnation because of their hypocrisy and
their absurd affectation and pride. "Les Frecleuses rlcldules et Les
Fenmes savantes form a strong group in which the foibles of wcmen come
under the satirist's lash.^ Phllamlnte of Les Femmes savantes represents
one such affected lady. There Is nothing wrong with her passion for
learning, but It is the manner in which she uses this knowledge which
comes under attack. She uses her learning to make herself appear superior
to others. Her dismissal of Hartlne for Infractions against the rules of
grammar shows us that she has a c<xapletely absurd vision of the world.
Another sample of her twisted outlook on the world lies In her choice of
a husband for her daughter, Henrlette. She chooses a pedant, whose only
qualification Is that he knows Greek, as a husband for a girl who has no
Interest In learning.^
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Acmaiule, Phllanlnte's older daughter, lets her pride and vanity
about being a "savante" block her chance for true love with Clltandre: "Se
sachant almee de Clltandre, elle a voulu I'attacher a son chair sans le
payer de retour, elle n'a voulu prendre de la vie que les satisfactions
d'orguell et de vanlte sans en accepter les chatnes naturelles."^ Axroande,
a confirmed Platonlst; regards love as a meeting of disembodied spirits.^
V
Ce n'est qu'a 1'esprit seul que vont tous les transports
Et I'on ne s'aper^olt jamais qu'on alt un corps.^
Armande, In placing absurd conditions on Clltandre's love is not
facing the real world. Clltandre, rejected, turns his affection to
Renrlette who willingly accepts It.
While Phllamlnte and Armande serve as examples of pedantic snobbery,
Magdelon and Cathos of Les Precleuses rlducles serve as examples of
exaggerated preciosity. These Ig^rant, naive, country girls are so
caught up in their efforts to become a part of Parisian society that they
go overboard in their attempts to Imitate the fashionable salons of their
day. They each reject a suitable possibility for a prospective husband
on the basis of outward appearances and mannerisms without considering
the worthiness that lies within these two gentlemen. They, along with the
pedantic Femme Savante, revolt against what they consider the servitude
of marriage, not realising that at the same time they are depriving
Oussane, p. 31.
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thaaselves of some of Its pleasures.^
Hollere brings to the stage the Image of the overbearing, nagging
wife who rules her husband and the unfaithful shameless wife In soma plays.
Phllamlnte In Les Fenmes savantes portrays a woman In complete control of
the household. It Is clear from the start that she rules over her spine**
less husband. Her word Is law. This fact Is evident when she fires Har**
tine, the cook, In spite of the fact that her husband happens to be pleased
with Hartlne's services In the kitchen. He makes a feeble attempt to pro*
test his wife's actions, but to no avail.
In George Dandln (1668) Angelique totally dishonors herself, her home
and her fonlly by her shameless conduct. Even though she Is married to
George Dandln, she completely forsakes her marriage vows and encourages
the advances of Clltandre. Her excuse for this behavior is that she was
forced by her parents to marry and therefore she refuses to assume her
matrimonial responsibilities. Angelique insists on considering her
marriage merely as a transaction between George Dandln and her parents.^
Thus, she continues to take advantage of him. Shameless Angelique Is a
wholly repellent character.^
Young Dorimene in Le Marlage force (1664) accepts old Sganarelle as
a husband only because of his money. Once married, she conducts herself







In a manner similar to Aagellque, staying out all hours of the nlg^t,
encouraging the advances of other men and neglecting her wifely duties.
'*Aagelique et Dorimene ne sont que d'affreuses drolesses, libertines et
rapaces.
The author paints a truly realistic portrait of a coquette in the
person of Cellmene, the woman Alceste loves In Le Misanthrope (1666). She
is portriqred as being a very insincere and frivolous young widow. She
thrives on the collection of gentlemen she keeps on a string. These men
who continuously laud her with flattery, gifts and attention are instru*
mental in nourishing her vanity. Her only thoughts are to be beautiful
and to be loved. It'amour lui sert de mirolr.**^ She wishes nothing more
than to continue the sane existence indefinitely.
The faults exhibited by this last group, except for the crime of
adultery, are not so vile as to stake the personalities despicable, rather
they provide a source of great amusement for the viewer.
If anyone were to Judge the woman of the seventeenth century using
Moliere's plays as a basis, he would, in general have a good impression
of them. Certainly, he would condemn the extremities to which some are
led by their vanity and pride, but these actions would be counted as some






IMAGES OF WCMEM IH SELECTED PLATS BY ALEXANDRE OOHAS, FILS
Alexandre Dumas, fils' Ideas and attitudes concerning women are
clearly preached and expressed through the characters of his pliqrs. With
essays and notes written on this subject he presents a dismal picture of
the woman of his day* In his theater, woman is represented as being in¬
ferior to man in every way. Mentally, she is an Illogical, irresponsible,
frivolous, futile being. Morally, she is deceitful, adulterous, treach¬
erous and immodest. She is corrupting society and trying to claim equality
with man, her natural master. Because of her many shortcomings, Dumas
feels that poets are wrong to put such creatures on a pedestal and glorify
them. He does show sympathy for the fallen woman once she repents of her
sin and restsaes her natural place in society as man's humble subordinate.
The first point which will be discussed is woman as a creation unequal to
man.
It is inevitable that any ardent reader of the pliqrs of Alexandre
Dumas, fils will be left with the impression that the nineteenth-century
woman was indeed a creature to be pitied. The author clearly indicates
througjb the expressions of his characters that he considers women inferior
beings. He strongly indicates that they are inherently morally weaker
than men and according to him, they were created as such by the divine
will of God. In L'Aml des femmes (1864), one of the principal characters.
Monsieur De Ryons, who believes himself to be an expert in all matters
concerning women, uses such adjectives as 'Vtalfaisant, subalterne, un
27
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etre Incomplet** and **£albla" to deacrlba women in general. De Ryona la
the embodiment of what Alexandre Dumaa, flla fancied hlmaelf to be, or at
leaat hoped he waa, an allHcnowlng and much needed counaelor of vromen.
According to Domaa, thla poor, pitiable creature, woman, la not only weaker
than man from the atandpolnt of her moral reaourcea, but also phyalcally
and mentally Inferior aa well, badly needing aomeone to guide and help
her throu^ llfe'a dlfflcultlea.
In L*Aml des fenaaea. De Rycma alda Jane de Simeroae and preventa her
from continuing In an error which would have eventually led to her dla-
honor, redlrecta her life and reunltea her with Monaleur de Simeroae. Aa
Dumaa wrltea In the preface of thla playt
X ahowed her at the dlacretlon of a man wiu> aaw through
her. Incapable aa aha waa to maintain her polae, to direct
heraelf, to aave heraelf, to reeatabllah her poaltlon without
hla ald.^
There la no doubt, then, that Dumaa felt women to be Incapable of
handling their own affaire. It waa hla opinion that by nature the female
mind waa too weak to be capable of acting rationally In many Inatancea.^
The playwrlglit portrayed Jane de Simeroae aa being «ich an Individual.
Leopold Lacour glvea thla opinion of Janea
.. .cette vlerge du marlage qul ae refuae a aon marl
par pudeur, le fult par jalouale, offre aon ^e a' un homme
qu'elle conn^t a peine, qul la aoup^onne et 1' Insulte;
cette t^atlque, qul, r^ellle de aea lllualona, va se
1aTbelatre Canplet d*Alexandre Dumas, flla avec prefaces Incites.





llvrer a un second personnage qu'elle n'alme pas et sc
perdrc k Jamais, s'll n'est pas asses loyal pour la sauver;
oul, cartes, je reconnals avec M. Dumas qu'elle appelle
notre Indulgence et nos consells.^
Througli her own misconceptions and errors she places herself in a
most compromising situation and there are no means left by which she can
escape* She is forced to turn to a man (and one she really does not know
well enough to be entrusted with such intimate and delicate matters) to
bring about an honorable solution to her problem.
Dumas does not originate this false notion of woman's inferiority,
nor is he alone in his belief, this idea is well incorporated into Frmich
society and is backed up by laws which do not give equal status to women
and which force her to be treated as a minor. Under these laws, women
are constantly under the supervision, guidance and domination of a male,
be it her father, her husband, or her closest male relative. Although
Dumas agrees that it is only natural that womm, as Inferiors, be dominated
by men, their superiors, for which the laws provide, there are many laws
which he protests as clearly unfair to the subordinate species.
Xn keeping with his conception of the feeble-female mentality, Dunas
portrays in his plays women who are illogical, irresponsible and whose
total personality consists of a c<miplex bundle of contradictions. They
allow themselves to be carried away with unbridled passions, desires and
fantasies. Th^ excuse their dishonor, their folly, their sin in the name
of love.
Many times the deep, romantic passion displayed by these women is
I.eopold Lacour, Trols Theatres (Parisi Michel Lc^ Freres, 1880),
p. 109.
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shown by the author to lead to social disgrace or even cause the loss of
life, not only of the woman Involved, but of those persons closest to her.
In the play Plane de Lvs (1853), one sees how the unsympathetic and un«
loving attitude of the Conte de Lys drives his wife to search elsewhere
for the affection lacking In her marriage. The audience Is even in sym**
pathy with her, but, nevertheless, Dumas, the stem moralist, demonstrates
how her passion for Paul Arbry In their adulterous relationship eventually
leads to his death. Another example of unchecked emotion leading to
destruction can be seen In La Prlncesse George (1871). La Comtesse de
Terremonde*8 adulterous fervor for S^erlne*s husband leads to the death of
an Innocent third party. L*Etrangere (1876) features the personality of
Catherine de Septmonts who manages to contain her smouldering passion for
Gerard for a while, but finally the pressures of an unhappy married life
b^orae too much for her and she passionately throvni herself Into his arms.
Their love for each other is very strong and soon her husband, the Duke
de Septmonts learns of It. Even though he has not be^ a very faithful
husband, his honor and pride are Imrt and he challcmges G^ard to a duel.
The Duke la killed, thus, beccnaing another victim of the fatality of
passions. How correct Leopold Lacour Is In stating "la fatallte des
passions entralnent les Indlvldus a leur perta."^
The amazing fact about maiqr of the women that Dumas, fils portrays
Is how easily they are led Into adultery. Quite a number of his plays
feature adulterous women or at least women who are considering an affair.




a result of the unhappy circumstances which surround them. Perhaps,
through their illogical reasoning they hope to find the true ai»i honorable
love they are not receiving from their husbands; not realizing that, as
Dcraas so often preached, there can never be any real love in an adulterous
relationship. Many attempt to resist adultery, but, because of the moral
weakness of the fonale (as Dumas, fils sees it) they are overcome. Some
characters portrayed by the author are quite gullible and susceptible.
In many cases the relationship starts out quite Innocoitly enough, as in
the case of Diane de Lys. Her involvement with Paul begins honorably,
but she compromises herself by seeing much too much of him, becoming more
and more careless and indiscreet and by even appearing in public with him.
Jane de Simerose in L*Aai des femmes portrays quite clearly, almost
to the point of absurdity, Dimas's concept of the illogical, silly female's
manner of discerning life. Her actions in the play and her reasoning are
so foolish that one would readily agree with Hippolyte Parigot's statement
concerning the female characters in Dumas's playss
Les femmes sont a peu pres r^ractaires dans la loglque
....Hn grain de raison, un atoms de bon sens, cherehez’‘les
dans ce caractere pourtant opiniatre, qui est I'ebauche de
la fenaae modems telle que Monsieur Dumas I'a r^eillM au
th^^tre.^
Dumas in no way condemns woman because, as he believes, her mental
resources are iu>t fully developed, and he cannot blame her for something
she cannot help. As stated before, Dumas believes God made women this
way.
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Une fenxae dolt avoir une certalne faculte de ralaonne**
ment qua quelqu^ols on a negllgd' de d^elopper an alia,
alia a'est olquea au jau furlausament, alia s'ast lancdis
dans 1' ind^endanea at I'lrr^sponsablllta, a touta bride,
sans aut^e regie qua la divine passion, la dlvln, llloglsma
at las daslrs, fantalslas, caprices.
Indeed, Dumas paints a vacy sad portrait of vtnan. A vranan, In¬
decisive, unreasonable and inconsistent In bar actions, not fully under¬
standing herself, life, bar husband, men in general. Impulsive, fantasising,
follows blindly a passionate love which she thinks will bring her happiness,
neglecting the grave consequences of her actions.
Mazqr women in Iksmas' plays are portri^red as empty, vain, futile
beings. They are frivolous, fickle with their affections and easily bored.
Women like La Ccmtesse de Terremonde and C^sarlne of La Fenme de Claude
(1873) and Madame Leverdet of L*Anl des fcnmes become bored with their
husbands and seidc distraction and adventure with their lovers. All during
their courtship they are flattered, adored and spoiled, now, having to
settle down to the boredom and dally routine of married life, suddenly
things change. Much of the attention formerly given thma by their hus¬
bands has long since given way to Indifference. Or, If that Is not the
case, the wives are just plain weary of the smne flatterer. The conquest
of an outside lover to them Is just the welcome stimulant they need In
their lives.
L'ennul est la aaladle de I'ldole... lie I'adorent;
elles s'ennulent. Elle est Incompromlse...Incompromise
et ennuy^e ce sont les deux points du caractAre de la
femme modeme qu'a mis en luml^e Monsieur Dumas avec




Elle n*a point d'autre raison a foumlr a son aale pour
excuser la premiere escapade.^
One mls^t classify them as scatterbrained, empty-headed pli^thlngs
who really do not kxuTW what they want.
Dumas expresses this view of women through Ryonsi
.. .those charming and terrible carnivora for whcxa one
dishonors himself, or ruins himself, or kills himself, aiMl
whose sole preoccupation, in the midst of this universal
carnage. Is to dress herself In startling colors.^
Another type of female character which Dumas portrays In his plays
Is woman as the deceiver. The character De Ryons expresses Ikmas's Idea
that there are precious few really "bonnete feanes" left In the world.
Hany of his female characters are portrayed as seductive perils, charming,
beautiful creatures enticing men to shame and dishonor. Bis message to
maidclnd Is clear! Beware of this unsubmissive, frivolous, ferocious, and
mercenary slruxe. Do not become prey to her charms, for her sole purpose
Is to use men to further her own selfish ambitions. She will not hesitate
to stoop to any level In order to accomplish her purpose and she will drag
anyone down with her.
This contempt, mistrust and scorn of women reveals Itself In all of
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female. She charms Antonin, encourages him to love her, feigning love
for him In order to use him. Using her beauty, her tears, her seductive
voice, and charm as effective weapons she succeeds In making him willing
to betray her husband, Claude, who has done so much for him.
In La Prlncesse Georges the Comtesse de lerremonde Is a friend of
S^erlne and Is even a guest In her house. Yet these facts do not stop
her fron planning to seduce Severlne's husband and run away with him and
half of Swerlne's money. Dumas portrays w(M&en who will do anything In
their practice of treacherous deceit.
In Le Demi-Monde (1855), Suzanne, la Baronne d'Ange has determined
that she will gain entrance Into the upper echelons of society. This
cunning social climber has devoted her life to exploiting and using people,
therefore It Is no surprise to us when she uses her charms to entice
affection from Raysiond de Nanjac. She has no real feelings for him; her
reason for wanting to marry the poor, deceived man Is to gain status and
respectability. Fortunately, he has a faithful friend, Olivier de Jalln
who finally proves to him that Suzanne Is not a woman to be trusted,
rather she Is the type all men should avoid.
De Ryons of L*Aml des femmes, speaking for the plajrwrlght, makes It
clear that he plans to steer clear of the charms of this sort of woman.
"Je les adore,...mals de manlere qu'elles ne pulssent pas me mordre, de
1'autre cote de la grille."^ Lacour makes this cooment:
11 a vu marcher la foule des femmes entretenues, arm^s
de leurs ruses et de leurs adductions, pretes Jour et nult ^
1
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tous les combats qui enervent I'hamae at la datourneiit da
sea devoirs. 11 s'ast recueilll^ at, la regard fixe sur
la foumalsa parlslenna, 11 a reprasente les dramas
effroyables qul se dressalent devant lul avec les enselgae'*
meats qul s'mi degagent.^
Dumas has succeeded In giving masterful portrayals of the type of
wommi who arouse the audience's Intrinsic Ire and emotion. This type of
wcmian In the words of Barbey d'Aurevllly, Is "une coqulne, ce qul a un
caractere bas et frlpon."^ Man constantly finds himself betrayed, hunll*
lated and made a mockery of by this "...femme animal, 1'Instinct d^haCha,
I'idole charmeuse et scelerate, d une volonte oplnlatre et mortelle, la
%
sourlr aux levres, songa que les hoiames sont falts pour son plalslr, sa
garantie ou son rachat.
Perhaps the most Infamous of these "monstres dellcleux" a la figure
de femme, fait d'impudeur, d'lngratltude et de sensuallte, etres de
seduction et de perdition crees poor le mal"^ Is the character of Casarine
in La Femme de Claude. She Is portrayed as the very embodiment of evil.
Dumas does not endow her with any redeealng traits which would arouse our
sympathy, as he has with many of the other female personalities. Many
other women In Dumas's plays consalt grave moral wrongs, but the audl«ica
can sympathize with them because of the dire circtsnstances which caused
Lacour, p. 107.
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their fall axsd also because th^ have other redeeming qualities. But»
this type of woman takes sheer pleasure in sinning. Hippolyte Parlgot
describes C^sarine in this aannert "la passion swivaise, I'etre de
destruction, la Beta de 1'Apocalypse."^ Lacour declares: "I'^ergle
dont la nature a dou^ la femme de Claude pour le mal, n'exclut pas ces
lachetes de la chair et ces faiblesses de 1'esprit."^
Most reviewers do not even consider Cesarine as human. She is
always associated with the words monster or beast: '\nal comprise, monstre
aux traits vlolemment draesures, et qua Dumas a petri de boue et de sang
...elle nous offre le spectacle de peurs,de folle ou de bete fauve."^
In Dumas' portrayal of Sylvianne, la Comtesse de Terremonde, we have
another portrait of a vulgar and shameless woman. She represents one who
coranits what Dumas feels is the most alarming type of prostitution.^ She
ruins her husband. She has no shame, no conscieice. She loves no one but
herself and she uses men so that she can have the things her heart desires
at all costs. She betr^s her friend by seducing her husband and so stirs
up his base passions that he is ready to sacrifice his marriage, his










Cfttc* «r«nturl«rtt «aa« pudeur •ntralllca,
f«le payn « ton mtI Im f«v«urs qu'tl •oXllclt*, rend
fott d'aaiour 1« prince de Blrac, et sane eueon eouel du
blen et du a«l, de I'hoimeur et di^le vie dee g«ui» euit
la vole d'dpouvante et d'borreur ou la pouasent aea
laatlaeta.^
The author preaanta another totally uaacrupuloua woman who arouaea
ao aympathy from the audience in the peraonallty of Suaanne. Thla onmiag
aoclal climber ruthleaaly explolta otbera to further her ambitlona.
La fauaae Baronne Suaamc d'ihig^ eat une Intrigante
perfide, qua lea fatalit^a de aa vie ont cnfermM dana un
cerele infericure, et qul* malgre aea^ruaea, a pen de
chancea d*en aortir. Mala elle pent etre auaai un etre
fatal, une incarnation de la Bate, pulaaante, Irre'aiatible
conaae une force de la nature, aemant dea ruinea eutour
d*elle, devorant la cervelle et le cecur dea hoamea de
groie, cooBie Claude Roper ou Pierre Clemeneeau, que le
hacard a placM aur aon chemln. Elle finit mal. Elle dolt
mal finir* Point de pitie poor elle.^
In Le Bealwide ve are ahown a woman of dreadful ambition will
q|
go to any lengtha to deceive an '^loimete bomne'* and ateal hia name.
N.
Xn PtL, Pare nrodigue (1859), Albertina de la Borde ia the peraoni*
fication of another "fanme vulgaire."
Soua lea traita d'Albertine, Dumaa noua montra la vraie
courtiaane, cello qui mine lea viv«ira dea cluba, menace
I'honneor du foyer, bloigne la p«re du file, et de jwir m
Jour arroodit la fortune qu*elle pr^are a aa vieilleaae...
I
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elle ovait fragra la sentler ou rayonnalt enfln la peraotmifl**
cation abaolua du mal qui travallla at dlsaout, aux yeux da
I'auteur.^
Ona of Oumaa'a purpoaea for repraaanting thla typa of woman in playa
vaa that ha aaw tha diahonor and ruin brou^t upon familiaa by theaa
women. The luMaa vaa alovly being annihilatad and he aought to warn tha
raapectable woman of thia fact.
1 had to ahow to tha ayea of the raapectable woman tha
animal that prowla about her home ready to rob her of happi*
neaa and devour her children. 1 had to give a bit of advice
to thia reapectabla wwan.^
It was Dumaa'a belief that much of tha trouble which vaa plaguing
French aociety at thia time waa due to corrupt womanhood. According to
Dimaa» God waa puniahing franca becauaa of tha low moral deptha to which
it had sunk.
Lea eveumienta da la guerre Franco'*Allemande, da I'annee
terrible ont pcnir affat tout a la foia d*exaltar aa aeui**
bilit^ at da fortifier la confianca ou 11 eat da poaa^er un
don de deuxime vua. Gna dea cauaaa da I'unlveraeLbouleverae*
ment, la corruption de la aocietd par la femme, lul avait eta
r^aillde.3
Ha aaw ma^y more wommi in hia time taking on aome or all of the
traita of tha animal woman and abounding in lB»K>rality and caualng dia~
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mauvalses, de bas instincts, toujours prets d'allleurs a comproraettre par
lea ecarta la bon ordra at la tranqullllta da la soclata."*
In sevaral of his plays he denounces the lioaodeaty in vomea*a dress
as a sign of a deteriorating society: "...voaan props herself up on her
Louis XV heels, vith her skirts up to her knees and her dress cut down
to the waist-line.”2
Dumas in most of his writings leads an ardent campaign against women.
Be insists that because of her inherently inferior make-up she must submit
herself to man's tutelage and guidance and allow herself to be dcmiinated
by him. This is the natural order of life, according to Dumas; the
superior male taking charge of the weaker female.^ "L'hoome est le moyen
de Dleu, la femme est le moyen de I'kamme."^
Dumas became increasingly alarmed at the tendency of many of the
wcmen of his day to became more assertive and to dare to insist on their
equality with men as this was contrary to his ideas on the way society
should be. He regarded woman's search for equality as foolishness. Homan
can never be equal to man. Homan should be at most man's helpmate, not





^ Theatre Comolet d'Alexandre Dumas, fils, trans. H. Stanley Schwars,







woman In rebellion. Her natural habitat Is la the sphere of home and
family life and she should rmnaln content there vlth man as her master.
In Franclllon (1887), Henri makes this commit: "The fact remains that
the girl of tod^. In whatever social circle she mey have, no longer
%
seems disposed to recognize man as her natural and Indisputable master."
Most of Dumas's plays demonstrate the Idea that Instead of being
d<xBlnated by man, the roles were reversing and woman was beginning to
dominate man.^ She was becoming man's adversary; to Dumas this was a
dangerous state of affairs and he predicted m>thing but disaster as a
result. He saw women who forsook their traditional roles becoming a threat
to society. Man lowers himself whm he allows himself to be conquered and
d(MBinated by woman. This has caused his ruin. As De Ryons states: '^e
de hautes et belles destinies sont tombees tout a coup, pouss^s par une
petite main qu'eit broyee une main d hoome en la pressant."
Dimas felt that poets and other writers were wrong In Idealizing and
glorifying woman In their literature. Woman should not be put on a
pedestal, rather man should recognize her as a human being, weaker than
himself and likewise subject to temptation. Han should always be on his
guard. She Is xtot the "etre abstralt qua les poetes et morallstes ont
1
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tant de fols deflnl."^ He felt that this Idea was bom of "sickly lit¬
erature."^ In his writings he did not close his ^es to her faults* rather
he claims: "J'al penetre dans le temple* j'al devolle les mysteres de la
mechante deesse* J*al trahl le sexe...j'al d^habllle la femme en public."^
Parigot describes Dumas's attitude toward women in this maimer:
II a 4te convaincu de bonne hoire qu'apres des sidles
de civilisation I'^gae* le iiQrstwe de la femme n'est un
mystere que pour les myopes et une ^Igae que pour les
aveugles...Elle est le flot fangeux de notre sle^le qul
monte et envahlt de la fiction poetlque et la d^otlon romanes-
que.^
As one follows Dumas In his on-stage parade of female imprudences*
frivolities and lewdnesses* one wonders If he finds In her any redeeming
qualities. In spite of his powerful condemning attitude toward her* he
does show some sympathy for women* Be preaches that any woman who commits
a sin should be forgiven If she repents and changes her w^s. This merci¬
ful attitude Is brought out in several of his plays
Dumas exhibits a very touching empathy for the fallen woman or for
N
the "fllle-naere." His plays are known for their depletion of the plight
of the seduced and betrayed woman. In Lea Ideas de Madame Aubrav (1867)*
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un>wed mother. According to the norms of society at that time such a
marriage wculd have been unthinkable, for Jeannine would never have been
able to rise above her mistake. Denise in the play with the simie title is
seduced by Fernand. She repents of her sin and leads an irreproachable
life from that time on. Being an honorable woman, she confesses this
mistake to Andre idiaa he asks her to marry him.. Upon learning of her
past, at first he hesitates, but finally he decides that Denise deserves
his forglv^ess. Dumas feels that everyone who asks for forgiveness
deserves to get it.
Perhaps, Dumas's most striking depiction of forgiveness for a wcxnan
gone astray can be found in his dramatic portrayal of Marguerite Gautier
in La Dane aux camelias (1852). Here he shows that even in one who sinks
to the level of prostitution, a pure, noble axid true feeling can subsist.^
Marguerite, through her love of Armand, is purified and repents of her
errors and the author declares her cleansed and forgiven.
L*auteur n'y formule, pas en temps precis le dogae
romantique de la r^eaptlon par I'mour; suds ce qui alme
1'oeuvre entlere, c'est un sentlmoit de tendre bienveil*
lance a I'egard de la courtIsane quand Dimi preod pitie
d'elle et lui envois de repentir*^
His sympathy for woman is also expressed in his denunciation of laws
unfair to her and in his work to change these laws.
Obviously, Dumas felt as if he knew everything there was to know about






the vilest faults found in women. His frankness impressed some audiences
and repulsed others• hut the lucidity of his observation and the accuracy
of his portrayals were never forgotten. Several of the playwright's
prejudices about women are revealed if one looks at his pla^s as a whole.
He believed that women are created inferior to men in every way, phys**
Ically, morally and mentally. Aa such, woman is a creature to be pitied,
not glorified or put on a pedestal as poets do. Man should be sympathetic
toward her, but he should never trust her completely. Be ahcHild always
have command over her, but should be fair and Just in his dealings with
her.
CHAPTER IV
WOKEN CHARACTERS CF MOUERE AND AI^XANDRE DUMAS, FILS COMPARED
Alexandre Duaae, fils and Moline were both impaasloned observers of
the activities and mores of the wmen of their daj and each succeeded In
bringing to the theater realistic portrayals of this sometimes not so
fair being. Dumas admits that he only portrayed a very small, sometimes
exceptional, group of vcmien who were not representative of woaahkind of
the nineteenth century. In addition, much of the drama centered around
their mental and Bx>ral weaknesses. Hollere, however, displayed greater
diversity than Dumas in his character portrayals. Not limiting himself
to any one segaient of the more gentle sex of seventeenth-century society
or concentrating on any one particular aspect of their behavior, Hollere
has succeeded In giving life and substance to memorable, universal
creations In the theater.
Alexandre Dumas, fils end Hollere were not only different In their
selection of the types of women presented on stage, but these two geniuses
also had many different conceptions concerning their mental and moral
nature. As stated previously, Dumas, fils felt that females were created
mentally Inferior to males and he portrayed them as such In his pl^s.
In contrast to this, Hollere's feminine creations are usually shown
demonstrating their superiority to men, especially when It comes to out-
witting them. Overall, Hollere's fmnales are shown to be wiser and more
Intelligent. In many Instances It Is the male characters of Hollere who
appear Illogical, Irresponsible and contradictory, whereas women are
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presented as the embodiment of good sense, logical, and ready to straighten
out and compensate for the Irresponsible acts of their male counterparts.
Contrast the Illogical and confused behavior of Jane de Slmerose of Dumas's
L'Aml des femmes with Elmlre'srTartuffe't sensible and shrewd behavior. It
takes De Ryons's very vise and skillful maneuvering to save Jane from
disaster. Orgon, however, continues so far along In his unreasonable
actions that It takes all of Elmlre's deception plus a stroke of luck to
save the entire family from his foolish actions.
Hence, It Is worth noting that, whereas, Dumas continuously portrays
women as being Incapable of handling their own affairs without the assls*
tance of a man, Hollere, many times In his plays, presents circumstances
in which men need the aid of women in order to straighten out their badly
bungled situations. Hollere In no way Indicates that men are Inferior to
women. Rather, he shows man In a realistic llg^t, human and Just as
capable of error as a woman and sometimes needing her help.
In contrast to the feeble, contradictory mind of Dumas's Jane and her
counterparts. HollWe demonstrates In his works that there exists a
species of women who have quick-thinking, strong, alert, logical minds
capable of handling any situation.
Dumas continuously decries women for their moral weaknesses, depicting
many situations wherein women allow themselves to be carried away with
unbridled, shameless passions leading to adultexy and other kinds of
Impropriety. The heroine In Diane de Lvs becomes entrapped by her passion
and physical desires which lead to the death of her lover. It Is so
maazlng how easily Dumas's characters are led Into adultery. Very few of
Hollere'8 heroines get Involved In passions of this kind. Elmlre (Tartuffe)
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endures the suffering of a strong teoptatlon from the pious hypocrite;
and even thou^ her husband, because of his personality and the age dlf-
ference between them. Is not lovable, she successfully resists and keeps
her honor. Note the comparison between the moral laxity of Diane and
the moral Integrity of Elmlre.
In George Dandln. Mollere does portray the character of Angellque, a
woman of questionable reputation before marriage who embarks upon the
threshold of adultery after marriage, but this Instance Is one of the rare
exceptions.
In sharp contrast to the many worldly, tainted demoiselles which
Dumas depicts, Moline depicts numerous wholesome. Innocent and Irre¬
proachable young w(»ien. Lavers are chaste, well-intentioned and noble In
Mollere's theater, whereas Dumas's lovers are stained with guilt and pro¬
fligacy .
L'Aaour et le marlage formant le fond des pines de
Mollere comma des pieces de dlx-neuvldae sl^le, mals chez
Moline 11 s'aglt en g^6ral d'xm honnete amour de jeune
fllle et d'un marlage a falre; de nos Jours, chez Dumas,
11 s'aglt plut3t de marlages falts et d'amours coupables.^
The Images of women brou^t to life by Mollere in the theater Indicate In
no way that he felt women to be mrally weaker than men. Indeed, the
seventeenth-century dramatist does seem to endow his females with a keener
sense of discerning right from wrong than their male counterparts.
It Is not too difficult to distinguish two extremes In the writers'
works. As has been shown, many of Disaas* characters becoae entrapped by
i
Charles DeJob, Lea Femmes dans la c<xa^le francalse et Itallenne
au XVIII Sl^cle (Geneve: Slatklne Reprints, 1970), 'f). 68.
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an unreatralned passion for physical love. On the other hand, some of
Mollere's characters become entrapped in their unbridled and unrealistic
passion for total platonic and spiritual love. The pedantic ladles and
the "pr^leuses” seek to Ignore completely the sexual aspect of love,
something Mollere felt was wholly unnatural.^
Hollere a blen vu la difficult^ principals de
I'ld^lisme fmlnln: I'eabarras sans Issue d'une
doctrine qul reprouve 1'amour sans cesser de I'exalter,
qul en ^tend partout le regae pour falre regner partout
la faoae, et cependant y d^once I'^uell de 1'independence
feminine. D'm on type de fesme obsedee par I'amour et
revoltee centre I'amur, coquette et prude a la fols qul
est exactement celul de la precieuse.^
Mollere, through his characters' actions and speeches, clearly ridicules
the pedant's opposition to marriage. To him, love and marriage are only
natural, a part of nature's plan.
Dumas, fils denounced the women he portrayed In his plays for their
vanity, frivolity and fickleness. He depicts their lives as being self*
centered and futile. Harried women, to fill their emptiness, skirt from
one lover to another. In Moline's theater, Celimrae (Le Misanthrope).
The Countess of Escarbagnas, heroine of the play with the same nmae,
Armande (Les Fenanes savantes). Hagdelon and Cathos (Les Preclatses ridicules)
all fit into the mold of this coquettish woman. Both authors Include the
capricious nymph In many of their plays. The whimsical fantasies of
Alexandre Dumas, fils' coquettes know no boundaries and they plunge to
1





lower and lower levels of Inmorallty in order Co satisfy their egos.
Compared to the grave misdoings of this personality In Dumas's writings,
the flirtatious adventures of women in Mollere's works seem relatively
harmless.
Celim^e does no grove moral wrong In flirting with severed, suitors
simultaneously. After all, she Is a young, beautiful widow and she
thrives on the adoration and flattery which people so readily give her.
Magdelon and Cathos are extreme In their coquetry and artificial manners.
Still, In spite of their vanity and pretensions, they do nothing morally
wrong. One can forgive their foolish ways on the basis of their desire
to fit Into their new environment. Armande lets her passion for knowledge
and her vanity about her literary accomplishments blind her vision of the
true world. She becomes a selfish, self-centered person, conceited In
her aspiration to live above the ordinary world. She rejects Cllcandre,
yet Is jealous and subtly plots to win him back when he turns his affections
to another. Her passion Is more of a mental nature: pride, vanity,
jealousy and conceit. Nonetheless, she does not let these faults lead her
to commit any iK:t which would disgrace her reputation.
Even the imperious manner and capriciousness of Che arrogant Coratesse
d'Escarbagnas can be overlooked as traits not counted among the seven
deadly sins.
In brief, all of Mollere's coquettes can still be classified as
"honnetes fenraes” In spite of their misdeeds, because they do not bring
any scandal, shmae or disgrace upon their naae. However, Omoas's flinty
wamen have totally compromised their status as virtuous women because of
their degrading actions.
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Dumas reveals through his theater a deep-seated mistrust for females.
Again and again he portrays women using their charm and other attributes
In order to seduce and deceive men. In my opinion, La Comtesse de Terre-
monde (La Prlncesse Georges). Suzanne, La Baronne d'Aage (Le Deml«Monde)
and Cesarlne (La Fennne de Claude) are the three Infamous deceivers In
Dumas's works. Mollere, however, does not portray, on such a massive
scale, this aspect of female misbehavior. Bellse (Lc Malade Imaglnalre)
does deceive Argon, her husband. Into thinking she loves him when all she
Is actually Interested In Is his money. However, no one else Is fooled
by her feigned love. The only other Instance of female deception la
Cellm^e's duplicity concerning her many admirers. In both cases, no
grave moral wrong or Injury to any person has been done, whereas In Dumas's
plays, death, wrecked homes and lulned lives are an end result.
It Is Interesting to note what Charles Dejob has to say about the
Intrigue Involved In Le DemlHWonde. He Is referring to the Idea of dis¬
reputable women trying to regain entry Into an honorable society:
Ce thme etalt, au contralre, neuf par rapport a Mollere,
chez qul les coureurs de^marlage sont toujours des honmes.
Au temps de Mollere, on epousalt quelque-fols une roturlere
ou une batarde pour son argent, male on n'eut pas ^ouse une
fllle perdue pour sa beaute, et le demi-monde ne pouvalt pas
asplrer au raarlage par la simple raison qu'll n'exlstalt pas.l-
As far as deceivers are concerned. In Mollere's theater, the crimes
of deception by men far outwel^ the offenses of women. Tartuffe, the
hero of the play bearing the same name, Don Juan (Don Juan, ou le Festln




deceivers on the same scale as Dumas's Infamous three wcnaen.
Dumas continuously used his plays to preach out against the totally
corrupt, and evil woman; the vile woman of base Instincts, the animal woman,
a terra he so fondly used. He was very deft and skillful In his portrayal
\
of "the beast" on stage. On the other hand, a thorough reading of Moliere's
works would fall to reveal any such caricature of women. Ang'^lque of
George Dandln comes closest to this type as her portrayal of an unfaithful
wife Is not made alluring. Her sins, however, are not portrayed with such
intensity as Is the case with the adulteresses In Dumas's works and for
f
this reason the crimes of Suzanne, Cesartne and the Countess of Terrmnonde
seem to surpass hers by far.
Another thought Is that Dumas, In his Intense belief that the beast
deserves killing, painted her In such a way that the audience would readily
agree with him. By contrast, Ang^lque, though thoroughly guilty of lnfl>
N
dellty, triumphs again and again over her husband. Hollere passes no moral
Judgnent on her; she receives no condemnation. In fact one gets the Im¬
pression that the husband Is getting what he deserves for having married
above his station.
It is safe to state that Hollere's"honnetes femmes" are portrayed as
completely honorable and have been so all their lives. There are no hidden,
grove, past errors. Although some do hove a few minor faults, one would
not condesm them for they are still human. One would readily agree with
DeJob when he states "En somme, I'arlstocratle fmlnlne n'a pas chez




It was Dumas's belief that the continued moral corruptness of women
was undermining French society. The animal woman was becoming a threat
to society. In asserting her independence and seeking equality with man
the woman was threatening the order and security of the family structure.
The home was suffering because she was drifting from this natural setting
into domains which he felt were meant to be solely occupied by man. He
criticized her for becoming more assertive and refusing to submit to male
domination. He felt she should resign herself to and be complacent in her
inferior position.
Moliere did not believe as Dumas did that women were corrupting
society. He did» however, criticize the harm being done to the institution
of marriage and the family because of acme of the excesses of the pedants.
Kollwe used ypmmes savantes to criticise and ridicule wonen who dis¬
played a tawdry show of wisdom.^ "II avalt condanine chez les precleuses,
autant que 1'affectation et la singularite^du langage, les pretentions au
bel esprit."^ The Fenmes Savantes, in their recessive emphasis on knowledge
and developing intellectual abilities, were neglecting their duties as
wives and mothers, and the family was suffering and under stress as a
result.
Moline was afraid that women, in getting cau^t up in literary pur¬
suits would soon disdain the humble, wifely chores and would no longer be
1
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content to remain In the home.^ Single glrla, like Armande, would no
2
longer desire marriage.
Les^soucis du menage pour la mere, pour la fille,
I'ldee meme du mariage et de ses suites naturelles ne
feront'ils pas I'effet d'une chute un peu brutale dans le
monde des r^lites? Mollere n*a pas oublie les precieuses
et leurs dedains. On les retrouve chez Armande. Fis
encore: la femme qui voudra falre la savante, non seule-
ment elle meprisera ses^ devoirs, xaais 11 y aura bien des
chances pour qu'elle meprlse un marl incapable de la suivre
sur les sommets.^
This situation too often leads to a disruption of family life. Reynler
continues:
Elle sera peu dlsposee a reconnaitre 1*autorite du
chef de la famille si elle se juge superieure a lui, et,
8'll donne quelque signe en faiblesse, elle en abusera
pour lui Imposer sa volont^. Les choses ainsi n'lront pas
bien. C'est ainsi que sera bouleverse le menage du
bourgeois Chrysale.^
MollWe is not condenning a woman's thirst for knowledge or an attempt
to broaden her outlook on life; what he criticizes is the extremes to which
some women have gone in this pursuit, "il voudrait qu'on tint le Juste
milieu."^
Hence, Mollere does not wish to keep woman chained to the kitchen and












home and family come first. If, upon ccmpleclon of these duties, a woman
has literary interests, she pursue them.
Dumas obviously condemns the nineteenth-century woman's struggle for
equality in marriage. Mollere, however places more emphasis on his con¬
demnation of persons who seek to marry above their station In life. He
clearly speaks out against disproportionate marriages. He believes In
the social, financial and mental equilibrium of both partners In marriage.^
George Dandln's message Is clear: one should not marry a girl belonging
to a higher social class than oneself, especially if the yovtng lady does
not want to get married.^ "Mgellque prouve par son exemple les deplorables
effets des marlages dlsproportlones.'”
•V
Mollere firmly believes that In order to be happy, both partners
should be on the same level; If one surpasses the other, then eventually
their basis for happiness and mutual understanding will gradually be under¬
mined.
Par la se complete chez Mollere ce qu'on pourralt
appeler sa phllosophle bourgeolse du marlage. II fait
s'apparelller pour ^re heureux. II lul parai't bon que le
marl et la femme se tlennent au mme niveau: si I'un
depasse 1'autre, I'^ulllbre est rompu, et la bonne
harmonle. II a I'alr de penser qu'll en est des choses de
1*esprit conme de la condition et de la fortune, et que la
aussl se verlfle la remarque de Madame Jourdaln (Le









que sol sont sujettes toujours a de facheux inconvenlents
la spite of Dumas's powerful, condemniag attitude toward women,
several of his plays do indicate that he was touched by the pligjit of the
"fallen woman" who has repented of her mistake, and is trying to lead an
\
honorable life. Moliere, however, continuously expresses sympathy for the
plight of young girls who are inhumanely treated by their parents when the
time arrives for them to marry. He vehemently disagrees with the parental
authority to arrange marriages for their daughters without consulting them,
believing that this too often leads to Intolerable aid badly matched unions.
Being the great observer of contemporary society that he was, he undoubtedly
saw many abuses of this authority given to parents. He felt that there was
a need for the emancipation of young girls and that it was necessary for
them to have a greater voice In such an Important decision as marriage.
This theme was carried repeatedly in his plays. "<ki volt avec quelle
insistance Moliere essalc de faire la le^n aux parents, de les Incliner
vers une conception moins abusive de leurs droits, vers des sentiments
plus humains."2 In Le Malade imaeinaire Argon chooses a husband for his
daughter simply because the prospective groom happens to be a doctor. He
fails to take into consideration her likes and dislikes or whether or not
the two are compatible. He bases this very important decision solely on
his own selfish desires. Harpagon is also selfishly motivated in his






parental abuse of this type of authority is repeated in Les Femmes savantes.
Tartuffe. Le Bourgeois Gentilhoiane and Monsieur de Pourceautmac. Mollere
appears to be pleading for a more humane attitude concerning this very
important decision.
Dumas's works are heavily wel^ted with moralizing lectures as he
used his characters to express his views concerning women, their morals
and their proper relationship to men In society. Moline did not fall
Into the habit of preaching sermons In his theater. However, one who
reads several of his plays will Inevitably be able to discern some of his
basic Ideas concerning the seventeenth-century woman and marriage. One
Idea that stands out In Moll^re's plays Is that he was always In favor of
marriages between two young persons who loved one another. "II est
toujours pour le marlage d'ssour, pour le marlage Jeune, pour le marlage
entre Jeunes qul s'aiment, 11 est toujours contre le marlage dlspro-
portlonne.^ Lafenestre detects from his study of Mollere's works this
same Idea. "Sur cette question du marlage, la pensM de Mollere est blen
nette et ne varle pas. Ce dolt ^re 1'union de corps et d'me entre des
jeunes gens qul se sont llbrement cholsls par sympathle d'abord et pour
raison ensulte."^
As stated earlier, Moliere believed in marriages between persons
having the same social status and gave very picturesque examples of the
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Moliere believed that marriage should be a union, voluntarily accepted
between two people. "11 se represente le mariage comme une association
volontairement accept^ ou doivent etre respects les sentiments et les
dignit^s des daix contractants aussi bien que leurs interets."^
In contrast to Dumas's desire to keep the wife in complete submission
\
and subjugation to her husband, Moliere was against such marital tyranny.
Being a human being, a wife, could not fully develop "le droit de vivre et
de Jouir selon le penchant de la nature" in a repressive atmosphere.^ In
order to be an intelligent, enlightened and pleasurable person she must
be allowed some freedom in her pursuits, not kept in restraint. This
point is especially illustrated in the denouements of L'Ecole des femmes
and L'Ecole des maria.
After having considered and discussed many of the images of women
which both artists successfully portrayed in the theater and some of their
ideas concerning this group, one would be inclined to say that Moliere
was more lenient than Dumas in his attitude toward them. Dumas painted
a very sad and discouraging picture of women. On the other hand, Moline's






If one were to judge the progress of women In their struggle for
equality between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries using only the
V
plays of Alexandre Dumas, fils and Moliere as a basis, one would conclude
that the movement in Dumas's time has, indeed, taken a turn for the worse.
Moliere portrays women having intelligence, in sharp contrast to the later
portrayal by Dumas of women having weak, illogical minds. Moliere's
earlier portrayal of the morally strong being, is completely contradicted
by Dumas' morally weak being, in need of guidance from men. In the seven¬
teenth century Moliere seems to be in favor of the female having some
voice as to whom she'll marry and some freedoms after marriage. By con¬
trast, Dumas insists that women be in complete subjugation to their
husbands.
In smnmary, Moliere, in his time, does depict women in situations
where they are capable of competing with and at times surpassing men.
Thus, he does give some credit to the mental and moral capacities of
women. During a later literary era, however, Dumas, fils, being completely
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